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With the emerging periodic fluctuation reflected from the economic development 
trends, economic development mode is turning from extensive economic operation to 
intensive economic operation. Meanwhile, corporate operating objective has changed 
from original maximization of shareholders’ interests to maximization of corporate 
value, and corporate governance has paid more and more attention to “mutual 
governance” and concerns with risk and returns of related interested parties. All of the 
above has influence on the corporate sustainable development. Therefore, in order to 
pursue corporate sustainable development, enterprises should establish flexible 
financial strategy to overcome negative influences and to minimize operating risk 
based on the analysis of internal and external environments. 
Amoi Electronics Co.LTD（abbreviated as Amoi）is an electronic information 
enterprise focusing on the R&D, production, sales of mobile communications ending 
products. In recent years, facing the industrial difficulty, Amoi operating performance 
has continually dropped, especially enormous deficit in 2005. What caused the decline 
of Amoi operating performance unable to achieve sustainable development? What 
kind of financial strategy should be established to turn the tables to stimulate 
sustainable development? 
This paper analyzed the sustainable developing financial strategy of Amoi in 5 
chapters. Chapter 1 generally introduced basic content of corporate financial strategy 
and corporate sustainable financial strategy, and put forward with corporate financial 
strategies on the different development stages and in the different growing speed. 
Chapter 2 introduced Amoi operating performance since foundation and industrial 
environments of electronic information products in China. Chapter 3 analyzed the 
earning power, operating efficiency, capital structure and dividend policy of Amoi 
from the historical data based on the analyzing framework of corporate sustainable 
development, and horizontally compared with Haier Co.LTD, Xiamen Overseas 
Chinese Electronic Co.LTD and industrial average value. According to the above 
analysis and Amoi situations, Chapter 4 put forward with sustainable financial 
strategy for Amoi. Chapter 5 briefed the shortages of this paper.  
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① 根据权威调查机构赛迪咨询发布《第三季度中国手机市场分析报告》，国产手机销售市场份额从 2003











































                                                        
① 杨雄胜：《高级财务管理》，东北财经大学出版社，2004 年 1 月，P313。 
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